The greedy Triangle
The sad shape
Once upon a time, there was a sad shape. The shape's name was ______________________________.

My name is ________________________________.
The shape could do many wonderful things, including:


But Shape just wanted to do other things.
Shape went to visit his friend, the owner of Line and Corner store. At the Line and Corner store, if you bought one line you also got a free corner.

I’ll take ____ line_ and ___ free corners, please.

Coming right up!
Now Shape was happy and excited. Shape could now do many wonderful things, including:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________.
But Shape couldn't do the things he used to do with his friends, like _______________________________________. Shape began to be sad again. Shape wanted to be with friends again.
Shape went to visit his friend, the owner of Line and Corner store. Shape returned ___ lines and ___ corners.

I want to return these, please.

Oh, OK! We take returns.
Now Shape was happy and excited again. Shape ran to see friends. Together they did fun things again, like:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
And that was
The End of the Sad Shape!
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